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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETECTING PUSHROD FAULTS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The subject matter disclosed herein relates generally to health monitoring, and more particularly to detection of pushrod faults.

[0002] Helicopter rotors use pushrods to control the main rotor. The pushrods control various flight characteristics of the helicopter, such as collective rotor control and cyclic rotor control. Pushrods experience loads during flight, and over time, require service and/or replacement. Pushrod bearings on the ends of the pushrods require routine inspection. In certain designs, elastomeric bearings at the ends of a pushrod are typically visibly inspected to determine if the bearings need to be replaced. Such visual inspections are time-consuming and burdensome on service personnel. A system for automatically predicting when pushrod faults are imminent would be well received in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0003] According to one aspect of the invention a system for monitoring for pushrod faults in an aircraft includes a pushrod; a sensor mounted on the pushrod, the sensor wirelessly transmitting measured pushrod load data; a receiver receiving the measured pushrod load data; a model receiving flight data and generating a modeled pushrod load profile; and a fault detector comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile to detect a pushrod fault.

[0004] According to another aspect of the invention, a method for monitoring for pushrod faults in an aircraft includes receiving measured pushrod load data from a wireless sensor mounted on a pushrod; executing a model, the model receiving flight data and generating a modeled pushrod load profile; and comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile to detect a pushrod fault.

[0005] These and other advantages and features will become more apparent from the following description taken in conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] The subject matter, which is regarded as the invention, is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and other features, and advantages of the invention are apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:
[0007] Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) rotary-wing aircraft;

[0008] Figure 2 is a block diagram of a rotor hub and pushrods;

[0009] Figure 3 depicts a system for detecting pushrod faults in exemplary embodiments; and

[0010] Figure 4 is a flowchart of a method for detecting pushrod faults in exemplary embodiments.

[0011] The detailed description explains embodiments of the invention, together with advantages and features, by way of example with reference to the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) rotary-wing aircraft 10. The aircraft 10 in the disclosed, non-limiting embodiment includes a main rotor system 12 supported by an airframe 14 having an extending tail 16 which mounts an anti-torque system 18. The main rotor system 12 is driven about an axis of rotation A through a main rotor gearbox (MGB) 20 by a multi-engine powerplant system 22. The multi-engine powerplant system 22 generates the power available for flight operations and couples such power to the main rotor system 12 and the anti-torque system 18 through the MGB 20. The main rotor system 12 includes multiple rotor blades 24 mounted to a rotor hub 26 driven by a main rotor shaft. Although a particular helicopter configuration is illustrated and described in the disclosed embodiment, other configurations and/or machines, which have a rotating frame of reference and a fixed frame of reference will also benefit herefrom.

[0013] Figure 2 depicts a rotor hub 26 for driving rotor blades 24 in a simplified block diagram. Figure 2 also depicts pushrods 34 that apply force to the rotor hub 26 to provide collective and cyclic control to the rotor blades 24. The details of the interconnection between the pushrods 34 and the rotor hub 26 (e.g., swashplate, pitch links, bearings, etc.) are omitted for clarity.

[0014] Each pushrod 34 has a sensor 36 affixed thereto. In an exemplary embodiment, the sensor 36 is a strain gauge that transmits strain measurements wirelessly to a health and usage monitoring system (HUMS) 40 as described in further detail with reference to Figure 3. The sensors 36 may be secured to the pushrods 34 using fasteners, adhesives or other known techniques. The sensors 36 provide measured pushrod load data. In exemplary embodiments, the sensors 36 provide measured pushrod load data multiple times (e.g., 80) per revolution of rotor hub 26.
[0015] Figure 3 depicts a system for detecting pushrod faults in exemplary embodiments. The system includes a health and usage monitoring system (HUMS) 40. The HUMS 40 may be implemented by a multi-processor device executing a computer program to perform the processes described herein. The HUMS 40 will include conventional computer components such as RAM, hard drive, I/O ports, etc. A wireless receiver 44 receives measured pushrod load data from sensors 36. At the same time, a model 42 receives flight states and flight inputs to generate a real-time, modeled pushrod load profile for a healthy pushrod. The flight states and flight inputs may include a set of aircraft state parameters such as, for example, airspeed, torque, altitude, collective position, cyclic longitudinal position, cyclic lateral position, and vertical acceleration. Fault detector 46 compares the measured pushrod load data from the sensors 36 to the modeled pushrod load profile from model 42. As described in further detail with reference to Figure 4, different types of comparisons can be made between the measured pushrod load data and the modeled pushrod load profile.

[0016] The results from fault detector 46 (e.g., presence or absence of a pushrod fault) are stored in a results file 48, along with other information such as the measured pushrod load data, modeled pushrod load profile, flight states and inputs, etc. The results may be provided to a transmitter 50 that can wirelessly transmit the results to a ground station 60 once the aircraft lands.

[0017] The ground station 60 may be a computer-implemented system that collects the data from the aircraft. Ground crews can review the results output by the fault detector 46 and recognize whether pushrod maintenance is needed. Further, all data from the results file 48 can be analyzed. This data may be used to determine if the model 42 is accurately predicting pushrod load profiles, allowing the model 42 to be updated as needed.

[0018] Figure 4 depicts a method of detecting pushrod faults in an exemplary embodiment. The method begins at step 70 where the empirical model 42 for modeling pushrod load profiles is generated. To develop the empirical model, a heavily instrumented aircraft undergoes flight test in which flight test data is recorded. The flight test data includes, for example, aircraft state parameters as well as high frequency measurements of pushrod strain. The flight test data is stored in a solid-state device on the aircraft during the flight test and then decoded and moved to a computer system for analysis and development of aerelastic model 42.

[0019] At step 72, pushrod faults are introduced into the model and the model output is recorded as a fault signature at step 74. The fault may, for example, be indicative of failure
of a pushrod bearing or indicative of pushrod failure. A number of individual and collective faults may be introduced into the model to collect a set a pushrod fault signatures. As described in further detail herein, the pushrod fault signatures are used to detect faults in the physical pushrods.

Steps 70-74 are performed pre-flight. During flight of the aircraft, the measured pushrod load data is obtained at step 76. As discussed above with reference to Figure 3, the measured pushrod load data is derived from sensors 36. At step 78, fault detector 46 compares the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile from model 42. If there are significant differences between the measured pushrod load data and the modeled pushrod load profile, this indicates a potential pushrod fault. In exemplary embodiments, the measured pushrod load data and the modeled pushrod load profile are compared at the 1st, 2nd, and 4th harmonics. In general, for an n-bladed rotor system, the 1st, 2nd, and nth harmonics would be used.

Significant differences between the measured pushrod load data and the modeled pushrod load profile at these harmonics indicates a potential pushrod fault.

At step 80, the measured pushrod load data is compared to the pushrod fault signatures derived at step 74. Since the measured pushrod load data is being compared to a known fault signature, a similarity between the measured pushrod load data and the fault signature indicates a potential pushrod fault. At step 82, the results of the comparisons from steps 78 and 80 are stored in the results file 48.

Embodiments of the invention provide a highly-sensitive indication of pushrod degradation, using the redundancy resulting from the combination of real-time load estimates with real-time load measurements. Embodiments of the invention enable condition-based maintenance for the pushrods.

While the invention has been described in detail in connection with only a limited number of embodiments, it should be readily understood that the invention is not limited to such disclosed embodiments. Rather, the invention can be modified to incorporate any number of variations, alterations, substitutions or equivalent arrangements not heretofore described, but which are commensurate with the spirit and scope of the invention. Additionally, while various embodiments of the invention have been described, it is to be understood that aspects of the invention may include only some of the described embodiments. Accordingly, the invention is not to be seen as limited by the foregoing description, but is only limited by the scope of the appended claims.
CLAIMS:

1. A system for monitoring for pushrod faults in an aircraft, the system comprising:
   a pushrod (34);
   a sensor (36) mounted on the pushrod (34), the sensor wirelessly transmitting measured pushrod load data;
   a receiver (44) receiving the measured pushrod load data;
   a model (42) receiving flight data and generating a modeled pushrod load profile; and
   a fault detector (46) comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile to detect a pushrod fault.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein:
   comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile includes determining a difference between the measured pushrod load data and the modeled pushrod load profile.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein:
   comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile includes determining if the measured pushrod load data is similar to a pushrod fault signature generated by the model.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein:
   comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile includes comparing harmonics of the measured pushrod load data to harmonics of the modeled pushrod load profile.

5. The system of claim 4 wherein:
   the harmonics include the 1st, 2nd and/or nth harmonics, for an n-bladed rotor system.

6. The system of claim 1 further comprising:
   a results file (48) storing a result of the comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile.

7. The system of claim 6 further comprising:
   a transmitter (50) for transmitting the results file to a ground station (60).

8. A method for monitoring for pushrod faults in an aircraft, the method comprising:
   receiving (76) measured pushrod load data from a wireless sensor (36) mounted on a pushrod (34);
   executing a model (42), the model receiving flight data and generating a modeled pushrod load profile; and
comparing (78, 80) the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile to detect a pushrod fault.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein:
comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile
includes determining a difference between the measured pushrod load data and the modeled load profile for a healthy pushrod.

10. The method of claim 8 wherein:
comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile
includes determining if the measured pushrod load data is similar to a pushrod fault signature generated by the model.

11. The method of claim 8 wherein:
comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile
includes comparing harmonics of the measured pushrod load data to harmonics of the modeled pushrod load profile.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein:
the harmonics include the 1st, 2nd and 4th harmonics.

13. The method of claim 8 further comprising:
storing (82) a result of the comparing the measured pushrod load data to the modeled pushrod load profile in a result file (48).

14. The system of claim 13 further comprising:
transmitting the results file (48) to a ground station (60).
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